INTRODUCTION
Hystérésis arises when a time-dependent variable w(t) is not uniquely determined by the value of another variable u(t) at the same instant t e [0, T], but instead w(t) dépends on the évolution of u in the whole time interval [Q,t] , This setting leads to the introduction of a causal operator F ? which allows to represent the previous memory effect in the form In order to exclude different memory effects like viscosity, we shall require that F be rate-independent, Le., that in (1.1) w(t) dépends just on the range of u in [0 ? t] and on the order in which these values are assumed, not on its velocity. We shall name hystérésis operator any such causal and rateindependent operator.
The mathematical aspects of hystérésis have been the object of an accurate research of Krasnosel'skii, Pokrowskii and of other Soviet mathematicians (see [4] ). The main results obtained by the second author of the present paper were reviewed in [11] .
The models of hystérésis operators are not many, and among them that ascribed to the physicist Preisach [7] and dating back to 1933 seems to be the most useful. The basic idea of this model consists in representing a hysteretic material (a ferromagnetic body, e,g.) by means of a mixture of éléments characterized by especially simple hystérésis loops of the form outlined in figure 1 .
These hystérésis éléments are assumed as non-interacting among them ; accordingly this construction is known as the independent domain model If | UL P is the measure of the density of the element f p corresponding to the couple of thresholds p := (p 1? p 2 ), then the overall dependence is given by the Preisach operator and corresponds to a fairly gênerai hystérésis loop (see fig. 2 ). In this paper in section 2 we give a précise définition of the Preisach operator F^ and review its main mathematical properties ; for more details we refer to [1, 4, 10] . We shall also outline the main geometrical properties of this model ; these will be used in section 3 for the study of convenient numerical approximations of F^, following a scheme proposed in [3] .
Then in section 4 we deal with the boundary and initial value problem governed by the archetypical partial differential équation with hystérésis in a bounded domam XI of R d (d s= 1 ) , we shall report the existence resuit proven in [10] , and outhne a proof based on one of the approximations of the operator F^ ïntroduced in section 3
In section 5 we introducé two nmte element approximations of the équation (1 3) Hère for the time discretization both backward différences and a hnearization technique are proposed The latter is in the spint of the discrete time relaxation scheme ïntroduced for the Stefan problem in [9] , and of the nonhnear Chernoff formula suggested by semigroup theory, cf [5] We also show the stabihty of these schemes and discuss their numencal implementation
Finally, m the appendix we present a convenient construction of the approximated hystérésis operator F2
. THE PREISACH MODEL
The Preisach operator
For any couple p = (p l5 p 2 ) e R The operator / p actually acts into BV(0 9 T) , mdeed after a possible jump from -1 to 1 (or conversely), the function z has another jump only after u has gone from p 2 to p x (or conversely) , and the number of oscillations of u between p x and p 2 is necessarely finite, as u is uniformly contmuous in
The properties of the operators / p 's have been studied in [1, 4, 10] ; here we recall just the most important ones :
Causality.
Rate independence. Moreover for any p, p' G P,
(2.11)
Hence the boundary B(t) -.= dA + (t) n dA~ (t) is a maximal antimonotone graph, which intersects the straight line p x = p 2 in the point (u(t),u(t)) (see fig* 6).
in
At any r s 5(0 détermines the fonction p-^z p (r) 5 hence also [IV(K, Ê)](0-Thus 5(r) represents the state of the system at time t. As u evolves in time, by the construction outlined above new segments parallel to the axes p l and p 2 appear in B(t) ; hence B(t) contains any segment non-parallel to the axes only if it was already present in 5(0). In particular for a virgin ferromagnetic material, namely for a System which never experienced any magnetization process, B(0) := {peP:p 1 + p 2 = 0}.
APPROXIMATION OF THE PREISACH OPERATOR
In this section we introducé an approximation of the Preisach operator F^ which will also be convenient for the numerical approximation of the problem at the partial derivatives of the next section.
First, we approximate the measure jx by following a procedure already proposed in [3] . We suppose that the finite measure JJL over P has compact support, i.e.
and that |x is symmetrie with respect to the straight line p x + p 2 = 0. These two conditions mean, respectively, that the maximal hystérésis loop in the (u, n>)-plane is bounded and symmetrie with respect to the origin. Thus, by setting ..
the maximal hystérésis loop is contained in the set fig. 2 and fig. 9 ).
For any u e C°([0, T\) and any t > 0, if A + (t) and A' (t) are defined as in section 2, we have
Due to the piecewise monotonicity property (2.5), as the control u increases or decreases in time from u(t), the exit w moves from w(t) along a monotone curve in the {u, w)-plane. This curve corresponds to the following function o Assuming that JX is absolutely continuons with respect to the twodimensional Lebesgue measure X, from the Radon-Nikodym theorem we get that
for any measurable set A c P. •M and the Preisach operator F^ is approximated by the operators FJ^, defined as in (2.6) with \x replaced by uA Notice that in the time and space finite element approximations of the équation (1.3), we shall represent the state of the System at each node of the mesh by means of an antimonotone graph B in the PreisacH plane. Thus 5 in view of the developments of section 5, it is crucial to store and update B in an efficient way. This topic will be discussed in the appendix. In particular, we shall approximate B with a graph B b lying on the reticulation of P (see fig-8 ). Now we consider the monotone curve F s in the (u, w)-plane defined in (3.4), which describes the évolution of the exit w as the control u increases or decreases monotonically in time. Notice that, as for the graph B, in section 5 we shall need a curve F s for any node of the mesh. We approximate this curve by means of a piecewise linear curve F ô which interpolâtes F 8 at the points in which the control u is equal to ƒ S, ƒ = -M, ..., 0, ..., M. The first and the last segments of F 8 are horizontal and correspond to the values w = -H and H, respectively (see fig. 9 ). Thus, all the informations concerning F 5 can be stored in a real Fortran vector of dimension 2 M -1, as we shall see in the appendix.
PARTIAL DEFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH HYSTERESIS TERMS
Let O be a bounded domain of
We consider the following problem : where B/3v dénotes the exterior normal derivative. Outline of the proof: In order to take advantage of the property (2.5) of piecewise monotonïcity y it seems necessary to use some time discretization technique, at least for the hystérésis operator F^. In the scheme we shall outline, we shall also discretize the partial differential équation in time. 
Now we fix any integer number K, set T := T/K and introducé the following time-discretized problem :
(with U° := u 0 ) , a.e. in fl , 
a.e. in fi. (4.14)
Moreover, a.e. in fi, the (unknown) function w 5 ' T (x,.) is linear in [(k -1 ) T, kr] ; hence it is either non-increasing or non-decreasing ; then, by the piecewise monotonicity (in the sensé of (2.5)) of F^, the function F k (*, x) is non-decreasing, a.e. in fi. This allows to solve (4.13) by means of a standard procedure.
(ii) A priori estimâtes. Let us take v = U k -Jj k~l in (4.13) and sum for k = 1, ..., n, for any fixed « = 1, ..., K.
a.e. in fi, by (4.14) and by the monotonicity of F k with respect to its first argument, we have Remark 2 : (i) The previous proof can be used for any approximating séquence of hystérésis operators F" fulfilling (4.10).
(ii) The uniqueness of the solution of problem (P) has been recently proven by M. Hilpert.
APPROXIMATION OF THE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
In this section we present two finite element approximations of the partial differential équation with hystérésis considered in section 4 and discuss their implementation.
Let us introducé some standard notations. Let K be an integer 3=1, and T-.= T/K be the time step; for any 
The backward différence method
First we introducé our method based on backward différences in time, already mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1.
PROBLEM (P 8 TJ h X : Given U° and W° e V h (suitably obtained from u 0 and w 0 ),
Remark 3 : At each node x t of the mesh, the discrete initial data Uf and W® correspond to an antimonotone curve B? in the Preisach plane (see Sect. 3.2) .
Denoting the function F k in the node x t by F*(.):=F*(.,*,), ( It is easüy seen that (5.8) is a System of nonlinear algebraic équations associated to a continuous and uniformly monotone operator ; thus it has one and only one solution [6, p. 167] .
The stabüity of this scheme can be proved similarly to the stability of the time discretized problem (P 8ïT ) set in section 4 (see (4.15) ).
The solution XJ k can be computed by using the following nonlinear S.O.R. 
that is
We stress that the function ([m n + Tfc"] / + m n F k )~l is piecewise linear and dépends on the function F,*, which must be computed and stored at each time step and in each node of the mesh (see Sect. 3 and appendix). Thus, this method seems quite expensive because of the large amount of memory necessary to store all these informations. On the contrary, the cost of the updating of the graphs B* and of the corresponding curves Ff is less than the cost of the solution of the nonlinear system (5.8). In the next section we 3hall introducé a linearization scheme in order to overcome the difficulties of the large memory occupation and of the nonlinearity of the discrete problem. By using this simple transformation, it is possible to treat numerically also hystérésis functionals with discontinuities (see [8] ).
A linearized method
We shall introducé a linearized method based on a time-relaxation of the hystérésis relation. More precisely, we replace (5.3) with 
By using the position (5.6), the discrete problem can be written in matrix form as follows : It is easily seen that (5.19) is a positive definite linear system, and (5.18) is just a node by node algebraic équation, which involves the évaluation of a piecewise linear fonction obtained from the hystérésis operator. Thus, problem (P S)Tj ft) 2 has one and only one solution.
The solution of this scheme is obviously faster than the solution of the nonlinear one, because one can take advantage of very efficient linear solvers for (5.19). Moreover, to make the algebraic correction (5.18) node by node, one does not need to compute and store simultaneously all the fonctions F k ; thus, the present scheme uses much less memory than the previous one.
Remark 5 : It is easy to prove that This formulation is an extension of the so-called nonlinear Chernoff formula (suggested by semigroup theory) for nonlinear parabolic équations (see, e.g. [5] ). We conclude this section by outlining the proof of the stability of the scheme (P S , T ,*) 2 nevertheless, in contrast to the scheme (P 6)T^)2 , its matrix has to be recomputed at each time step.
APPENDIX
Here we shall present an efficient implementation of the approximation procedure for the hystérésis operator F^ discussed in section 3.
First, we consider the storing and the updating in Fortran structure data of the antimonotone graph B in the Preisach plane. Since we approximate B with a graph B h lying on the reticulation of P, we have to assume that the value u which characterises the intersection between the graph B h and the straight line p x = p 2 is of the form u = Ub, U being an integer number. fig. 8 ). We stress that the antimonotone graph corresponding to the virgin material (namely the straight line p x + p 2 = 0) is approximated by the piecewise horizontal/vertical curve shown in figure 8 .
In order to store conveniently the graph B h , we use an integer Fortran vector IB (of maximal dimension 2 M) as follows : -IB(1) = -Q (resp. = Q) if the first segment of B h is horizontal (resp. vertical) (note that Q is always a négative integer number) ; -IB(I), 1 -2, ... 9 N contains the first coordinate p : (resp. second coordinate p 2 ) of the second vertex of the (7-1 )-segment of B h if it is horizontal (resp. vertical) (note that IB(N) = U).
(See fig. 8 for some examples).
The updating of the vector IB is quite simple. Just notice that if the new control NEWU increases (resp. decreases) with respect to U, it cancels all the smaller second coordinates (resp. the larger first coordinates), and hence générâtes a final horizontal (resp. vertical) segment. Now we deal with the construction of the piecewise monotone curve F 5 in the (w, w)-plane defined in (3.4) (see fig. 9 ). 
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